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UN Fulfi~ Rd~}n Guif Crisis
P anelists Cautious abou~~te~ational Law's Long-Term Impact
By Steve Chalk
Several of the speakers at the "Panel Discussion on the
Gulf Crisis: International Law & Politics· Monday night
expressed guarded optimism for a successful role of
international law in the current Persian Gulf crisis.
Speaking to a packed crowd In 100 Hutchins Hall, the
various participating scholars agreed on the presence of
an almost unique situation in International law. According to Pierre-Marie Dupuy. visiting professor of law from
the University of Paris. "It Is the first time in Its hJstory
when the United Nations actually works in conformity
with Its Charter.·
The actions of the U.:-1. Security CouncU. in passing
resolutions 661, 665. and 668 to impose economic sanctions, and to enforce air and sea embargoes against Iraq,
face an uncertain future. however. Professor Bruno
Simma noted the risk that the United States. growing
impatient with developments In Iraq, might use milltary
force against the regime of Saddam Hussein. ·unUateral
actions [should not be permitted to] frustrate the Intention
of U.N. sanctions.· Simma said.
Albrecht Randclzhofcr. visiting research scholar.
pointed out that third party nations do retain the right of
collective self-defense under Article 51 of the U.N. Charter.
"An explicit request of the attar ked stale is not required,"
he said. as a tacit appeal for assistance by Iraq would
enable other nations to lntciVene. Such Intervention.
however, must be carefully llmited, Randelzhofer said.
'"Those rights are suspended so long as the Security
Council works," Randelzhofer said. Thus. individual
states currently lack the right under International law to
use military force unilaterally. since the Security CouncU
already "has taken measures· to assure peace. as directed
by the U.N. Charter.
Professor Simma stated that even a limJted military

incursion to resc~ef9terlcan hostages would lack authority under international law. "I have always taken the view
that military action to free nationals would violate the U.N.
Charter.· He added. however. that world · condemna tion
has been half-hearted" when nations have undertaken
such projects. and cited the example of the aborted Iranian
hostage rescue attempt by the United States in 1980.
Panel moderator Joseph Weller, professor of law,
inquired "What happens when one gets a little impatient·
with the progress of the remedies tmposed by the Security
Council? Weller insisted that the efficacy of U.N. action
·can only be tested when the prtnclpal actors will accept
this new regtme against thetr own interest" - a rare
occurrence in the modern world community.
One audience member said he felt the veto power of
the five pennanent members on the Security Council
would always hinder the application of international law
in such a situation. Rendelshoffer acknowledged that any
attempt to sanction unUateral military action by the
United States would feature an tronlc twist the need for
either a U.S. abstention or that nation's vote in support of
sanctions imposed against It, In order to gain Security
Council approval.
Fallure to comply with International law is less of a
difficulty than many have argued. sald J. David Singer,
professor of poilU cal science at U-M. "I don't think most
of our students know ... that there Is remarkably steady
adherence to the prtnclples of International law,· he said,
while rejecting the notion that powerful nations tend to
discount public international law.
Singer admitted. however. that "the efficacy of the
Security Council in this particular case is an historical
aberration. ·
"It's clear that Iraq has violated a number of international norms of humanitarian law, · said Gennady

Danilenko, visiting professor of law from the Moscow
Institute of State and Law. He noted, however, that in
addition to proscribing unUateral military action, International law lim!~ tH~ economic pressure that the world
community may pnpose upon Iraq. For example. he said,
the Geneva Convention authorizes the passage of · some
medical and food st.utrs· for the subsistence of people in a
time of crisis. He'added, though. that he believes the U.N.
has thus far complied \vtth that standard In enforcing the
Security Council ern}:>arg_oes against Iraq.
Ascertaining th~ rell\Vant humanitarian norms Is not
easy. DanUenko said. ··Sorpe of the conventions are very
old. We had to d ust off some of the books.·

.

'

Legal Scholars dacuaa impllcatlona of the Gulf Cri.als
for international law (R.G. photo by Monica Baum).

Group Raises Money for Homeless\ ·
By Steve Chalk
Based upon an Interest suiVey from last spring,
Students do need to ask Interviewing employers
Project S helter co-coordinator Bob Gilbertson (3L) pre- whether the latter already have an afTUlation with Project
dicts that many law students receiving "fly-backs" will Shelter. Gilbertson noted. "People generally don't have a
participate in this year's effort to raise money for the problem saying to the recruiting coordinator, who usually
homeless.
isn't a lawyer, 'Do you participate in the program?' There's
·our basic goal as organizers ... Is to get It publicized, no expectation that the studen ts will go beyond tha l"
and get people to participate.· Gilbertson said. He and coAlthough the national chapter of the Project may
coordinator Sarah Ross (3L) received responses from more develop a composite list of firms participating, GUbertson
than one-thtrd of the students suiVeyed regarding thetr emphasized that "for the most part. we want people to
knowledge of the program. he added.
ask.· rather than assuming - perhaps erroneously - that
Two years ago, · some students at Harvard Law School any list of firms would be exhaustive.
started a program called Code Critical.· Gllbertson said,
lf the firm granting a fly-back asks that the students
and Michigan Joined an effort In 1989 that raised over
$100,000 nationwide. According to GUbertson. the national organization - the National Association ofStudents
Agatnst Homelessness (NASAH) - has been unable to
attract any new participating law schools this year, but
By James S. Johnaon
hopes that more law firm participation will increase the
The Criminal Defense Lawyers Association ofWashteProject's revenue.
naw County. together with the Michigan Law School and
A Project flier mentions two ways in whJch law stu- Ann Arbor National Lawyers Guild chapters. held a semJdents on fly-backs may contribute to the fundralsing nar Friday afternoon on "Admissions, Confessions, and
effort: by finding less expensive housing. perhaps with a Police Interrogation.·
friend or at a more economical hotel: and by purchasing
One of the speakers at the seminar was Dr. Michael
less costly meals during thetr stays at the Interviewing Abramsky. who testifled in the Lawrence Delisle case.
site.
Delisle was convicted this summer of first degree murder

make their own arrangemen ts for travel and a ccommodations. GUbertson said. students can insure that the Ann
Arbor Shelter benefits by using Conltn/Faber Travel.
which has a corporate account for the Project) ·~nlin/
Faber Travel will contribute 25% of Its co~s8ions
on
(.
flights booked through the Project account tp) tl\e Ann
Arbor Shelter Association.
'
~
To provide a greater focus on local fundra.l$~ the
Project also hopes to raise funds throughout !he ye~.
beyond the Firm Commitment Program. dedicated -tcfthe
purchase of a van for the Ann Arbor Shelter, G~n
said.
.

' '

Delisle Expert Speaks at Law School
for intentionally drfving his car into the Detroit River.
killing his four chUdren. Delisle's statements to the police~
were ruled inadmissible as the result of Abramsky's
testimony. Abramsky used the Delisle case as an example
of the tactics police use to ·get" a confession.
Abramsky said that there are three factors which
contribute to whether a statement is voluntary: the
character of the defendant (including conditions such a&

See Dellsle, Page Four
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Interviewing?
WHO ARE AIL THESE STRANGELY responsible-looking people pacing 't he halls of
Hutchin's second floor? They lonte garbed in
grey and navy, with an occasional racy brown
thrown in. Th~y' mutter stnmgt phrases like
"billable hourp[ Wlfh so~~l.~~t~f p.p~ a diligent
gaze. They 1qp:\ t>e ~f1 ~~~JA&t~~· most of
whom neve!% Wl:lt~1 sec;.w~t\ 1~8 JIJl}l.*~h the sedately, stat~ly·! •tqne;~ p fc Rut~hlns (gee
whiz, alliteration). , ~~1! 1 ~FtY rU{P ra nd wait,
rather like court1 so IIUlybe t his does-add something to out prbf~ssioul tra1n1Jit It's a pain;
it's a zoo; som'e'oftlieffirmbtdclftYres have cool
pictures though, not to menti'o n1 01a rewarding
opportunity."
The real question is not who these strange
beings are {my }l~~c"!atlons about aliens having been ~~~d J~~ Jlgo)1 ~'It what they are
doing he,e .. l'Jlc;.'!,a~istlcs P!l.fPe percentage of
grads who ~ang~djob,, ~~more than once,
a few years aft~r their. .Room 200 stint is
depressing. I ha~.n·t . had time to seek the
exact figures; rve been busy interviewing.
One beneflt onntemewing ls meeting some
lawyers who do appear happy, fulfilled, and,
dare I say, excited by their work. The frightening thing is that these summer clerkshlps are
Intended to be an Introduction to the rest of
o~ working ).lfe. • , ,
At! greab expen$e, the firm tries to convey
whatotir chosen workplace will "really" be like,
and to induc~deelsion . Howls it that one ends
up as one of £lie satisfied? Job hopping is not
necessarily bad, but why so much of it among
our alumni?
Most of th~ students here are more or less
l J. J: l' tl\ l I
ho?.~r ..pf, work (including me, I like huge
~1 .fq~~don't believe that is the problem at
mpe~Jll:IPtlr The trend toward making summer
pJ9g~ le88 play and more similar to associate4qln should help make the experience more
productive.
• :1 Placement could also distribute more information on why people were unhappy, to guide
the questions interviewees may choose to ask.
The most productive thing might be to step
away and think more about just what you want
from the job hunt - more about the end and
~s about the process. At least you will reply
with meaningful questions when asked the
ubiquitous "what can I tell you about the
8rm?" You can never know for sure what you
are getting when you go to work somewhere ...
but it couldn't hurt.

THINGS LDOKED BAD FOR WE SCO~S TRIAL
DE.FENSE W~EN AUSTRALOPlTHECUS REFUSED

TO TE.STl FY ...
===Letter to the Editor

===========================================;===============================

Military's Discrimination Inexcusable

On October lOth, the Air Force and Navy will conduct
interviews In Room 200. The Army will follow on October
3lsL The Law School requires employers to pledge that
their hiring decisions will not be made on dlscrimlnatory
bases. The military and other government employers (the
so-called asterisk group) are not requJred to follow. and do
not follow. this policy. They exclude lesbians and gay men
from their ranks as a matter of policy.
Under thJs policy. persons admitting their homosexual orientation are denied entry Into the armed services,
regardless of the qualifications they might have. Moreover. persons who are Identified as lesbians or gay men
after induction are subject to expulsion from the service,
no matter how long or distinguished their term of service.
In the case of lesbian and gay ROTC or Academy cadets.
the mllitary heaps insult upon inJury by disowning the
cadet. and then demanding repayment of money (often
tens of thousands of dollars) the cadet has received in
scholarships.
The typical excuses for this d iscrimination are that 1)
lesbians and gay men pose security risks because they are
vulnerable to blackmail or are generally emotionally
unstable. or both; 2) members of military units need to ltve
and work close together. and that the presence oflesbians
and gay men undermines discipline in these units: and 3)
lesbians and gay men cannot command the respect necessary to be effective leaders of military units.
Neither logic nor empirical evidence s upports any of
these claims. A 1987 Department of Defense study
concluded that lesbians and gay men pose no more
security risk than other people. The large number of
officers and other service members expelled on a ccount of
their sexuality s uggests that there are already many
lesbians and gay men in the military. Yet. no one is
charging that discipline Is lax or that these officers are any
less capable of executing their duties. On the con trary.
prior to their removal, many of the personnel the military
_ Amy Blurn has dis charged were promoted and even decorated for the

~------------------------~~~--~

quality of service they rendered. Moreover. the recent
deployment of troops to the Persian Gulf, which likely
includes several thousand as-yet-undetected lesbians
and gay men. Is further evidence of how well the military
can fun ction with the participation of lesbians and gay
men.
The military's policy Is nothing less than senseless
persecution. Were any private organization to dlscrtminate so fanatically. so capriciously. they would be roundly
condemned or even ostracized. Such bigotry is even more
Intolerable when it is institutionalized by an arm o f
government in a free society. Indeed. It cannot be permitted to continue.
The military's policy has frustrated the dreams o f
many fine young women and men of this country for no
good reason. Lesbian and gay youth aspire to mllltary
service for the same reasons other klds do. They feel a
sense of duty to their country. They desire to gain the
education, s kills. and discipline from military training
that wtll aid them in attaining success later in life. Perhaps
they hope to continue a family tradition of military service .
The milltary responds to these dreams with a rough shove,
a slam of the door, and the clear message that not everyon e
deserves the "edge on life" that milltary service can afford.
We be.lleve that the door of opportunity should be open to
all persons equally. The military should abandon this
bizarre Ulmus test approach to recruiting. and instead
adopt criteria relevant to job performance. There Is simp ly
no reason why op portunity to serve in the military orin any
government service should be determined by anything so
private as one's sexual orientation. Remember, the military policy Is not even concerned with any specific acts;
mere Inclination is enough to bar an individual's participation In the military.
A large number of leading law schools and universities, and the American Association of Law Schools. have
recognJzed that sexual orientation Is an illegitimate ground

See LGLS, Page Three
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Professor Hopeful About Effect of German Reunion
"

(The Res Gestae asked Law Professor
BrunoSimma. a cittzen ofWest Germ!lny. to
comment on his reaction to today's formal
reunificatiOn of the two Germantes.]

By Bruno Simma
Today. October 3, the two Germanles
unite. I am an Austrian as well as a
German citizen. and this certainly Influences my reaction to this event. In my view.
unification was no long-term historical
necessity, and I would have preferred It to
happen in a slower· paced and more orderly
way. But soon after November 9 oflast year
it became clear that. for overwhelmingly
economJc reasons. there simply existed no

alternative anymore to a speedy rejoining
of Germany. West Germans had to accept
that the population of the CDR was In no
mood to experiment with socialism. however human Its face might be. They wanted
everythJng they had seen across the wall in
West German 1V commercials. and they
wanted It quickly.
So here we are. excited, sure. and a few
of us even a little "triumphalist, ·as Gordon
Craig observed. but also shaken and cer·
tainly more self-absorbed than we used to
be. But I am convinced that the pull of the
European Community has by now become
strong enough to keep us on a course
beneficial for uniting Europe.

I don't blame anybody for looking back
at our history and now feeltnga threat. But
1was relieved to read Umberto Eco's words
(New York Times, September 27. 1990, p.
A6) that one ·cannot say that a country or
a culture Is condemn~ to behave always in
the same way. To think that is another
form of racism.·
Germany Is entitled to a fair chance to
show that the lessons it has learned since
1945 are not suddenly forgotten, just because our population has grown 25 percent. This does not mean that I perceive no
dangers: the economic turmoil in East
Germany has uncovered a rightist. xeno-

., .,

.. b

phobic.potenUal of shocking proportions.
It grow further as the economic sltuation there worsens (some experts expect
50% unemployment) , and It may spill over
Into West Germany. Also I was appalled by
theopportunlsticway Helmut Kohl handled
the Issue of our border with Poland. But
look a t the sens!tMty Foreign Minister
Genscher has displayed In these matters.
In conclusion, I think that German
unification, together with the changes In
the Soviet Unlon and the liberation of
Central-Eastern Europe, Is such an unexpeeled chance for peace. Let's not risk It
anywhere.

mat

~

Role of Mrican National
Congress Explained
"South Africa belongs to all who liue in
it, black and whlte ...[and/ our country wUl

never be prosperous or .free unta all our
people liue tn brotherhood, enjoying equal
rights and opportWlUies. •
The Freedom Charter
It has come to our attention that certain members of the Jaw school community
may be unclear as to the history. goals and
objectives of the African National Congress
of South Africa (ANC). We. the general
membership of the Black Law Students
Alliance (BLSA), would like to take this
opportunity to enlighten our coJieagues
regarding the role of the ANC In the struggle
against apartheid.
The ANC was founded In 1912 as a
non-violent organization. Since that time
lt has worked to extend to South Africa's
black majority those baste political, property and human rights afforded only to the
country's white minority.
In 1954, theANC aligned Itself with the
Indian Congress, the Coloured People's
Congress. and the Congress of Democracy.
a small group of white anti-racist activists.
In 1955, delegates from these groups ratified the Freedom Charter as the document
which would serve as the manifesto of their
ongoing struggle against apartheid.
The Freedom Charter Is based. In large
part, on the United Nations' Declaration on
Human Rights. The document calls for a
truly democratic government In which
·every man and woman shall have the vote
and the right to stand for election to all
bodies which make Jaws: It demands
equal rights for all, regardless of race.
ethn1city, religion or gender.
For many decades the apartheid government responded with Increasing violence to the peaceful protests of the black
majority. On March 21. 1960. 69 nonVIolent protestors were gunned down by
the South African pollee In the Sharpeville
Massacre. The Sharpeville Massacre was
followed by a massive government crackdown tn which the Unlawful Organizations
Act was Invoked to ban the ANC. the Pan
Africanist Congress (PAC) and other antiapartheid organizations.
Mer 48 years of non-violent struggle,
the ANC saw no other alternative. but to

LGLS·
Continued from Page Two

upon which to judge a person's fitness for
employment. Many of these institutions
oppose the violent system of apartheid have therefore banned on-campus military
through acts of sabotage as part of the recruiting and ROTC programs until the
armed struggle tn that country. In 1961 military policy Is changed. The University
Umkhonto we Sizwe (Spear of the Nation)
of MlchJgan Is not one of these schools, but
was founded as the underground. military It should be.
wing of the ANC.
Several years ago, the Law School facEarlier this year, the government lifted ulty voted overwhelmingly to ban all prithe 30-year ban on the ANC and other anti- vate and public employers adhering to
apartheid organizations. In add1Uon, the
discriminatory hJring practices from regovernment released Nelson Mandela. as
cruiting at the Law School. Unfortunately,
well as other South African political prisa few months later. the central administraoners. after 26 years behind bars for
tion of the University granted an exception
· crimes· against the apartheid state. to publ1c employers. This was the first lime
Despite these changes, apartheid remains In recent memory that a faculty vote was
In tact, government repression and violence overturned In such a high-handed mancontinues, and the black majority Is sUil ner.
denied those bas te rights due them as
Let there be no misunderstanding. We
human beings. The people of South Africa are not opposed to the military or to mlltare determined to continue thetr struggle tary recruiting on campus per se. Many of
to abolish apartheid and to establish a
democratic society. The Freedom Charter
remains the exposition of the guiding principles of the ANC's struggle to end the
apartheid system.
Continued from Page Eight
A Luta Continua,
The "weakness· question Is powerful
precisely because It puts the job-seeker on
The Black Law Student Alliance the defensive. But It need not do so,
especially If the job -seeker goes to the
interview fully armed. "My biggest weakn ess I~ that I don't feel safe unless I cany
a sernl-automatic weapon, like this 'nlnemilllmeter' or this M-10 crowd-stopper:
Needless to say, the job-seeker quickly gets
We join In condemning the racist fliers the upper hand.
One genuine weakness of mine Inrecen tly posted and placed tn pendatlexes
a t the Law School. Such bigotry has no volves the traditional tip after the Interplace tn the Law School community or view. I only recently became aware of my
elsewhere. May these words meant to trouble In this regard. In fact. It was my
divide our community serve only to discussion with Berg Immediately after my
strengthen our commitment to the com· Cravath Interview which brought the matmon pursuit of tolerance and understand- ter to my attention:
Ing.
"How much are you Upping?" Berg
asked me, wanting to know.
The Asian American Law Students
"My usual. Twenty bucks.·
Association
Berg was astonished. "TWenty bucks
The Black Law Students Alliance Is what you tip? For a New York firm?? I"
"Why?" I asked back. getting nervous.
The Hispanic Law Students Association
The Jewish Law Students Unlon "How much do you tlp?"
"Chicago ftnns--a good fifty bucks. If
The Lesbian and Gay Law Students
Association I give any less. I feelll.ke I'm Insulting the
The National Lawyers Gutld guy. ·
"Really? So I guess I should gtve at
The Native American Law Students
Association least fifty to a New York guy.·
"That's mlnlmum.·Berg stressed. "New
The Women Law Students Association

l

:(

us ~'lve famJly members w~o are serving or
have set;Ved ln the military. Nevertheless,
we Un.rio~ ~ountenance the mUitary's unjust and degradtng discrtmlnatory policy.
So. uhUl this pollcy Is changed, we would
like td see the mllltary's law school recruit·
lng priv1Jeges suspended. Moreover, many
members of the law ~hOQ) faculty and
adrtl!nJ&traUon support ijlls position .
\VJlat ~n you do? Although the military r!fC'fl.llters are allowed to interview on
campus, they will only come to campu s If
people want to Interview with them. You
can show these recruiteljS lhatyourdtsapproval of this discriminatory policy by not
s igning Jp for an Interview r:Jr by cancelling
your interview. For those w~o would like to
express dfsapproval ou tside of the toterviewing process. we will offer some suggestions In next week's Issue of the Res Gestae.
Lesbian Gay Law Students

Manitsky

Groups Condemn
Racist Flier

York- you gotta' figure a C-note. A hunsky. You just h ave to think of It In terms of
a decent meal at a good restauranl What
with wine and appetizers and all. you're
pus hin' at least a hundred."
When all Is said and done, I suppose It
doesn't matter how much you Up. Just so
long as you gtve somethlng.
Ultimately, I doubt that the answer one
gtves to the "biggest weakness· CJ,U«rstl~~
means anything a t all. So I urge1all'ofyou
to meet In small discussion group lo det
ctde on one answer to the question: eacll ofl
you should then gtve that one lul'Swe)!
Imagine an Interviewer heartng 1 OANT
LOVEIII" siXteen Urnes In a row. ~rtfaps
the message would be heard, and @tee:.
viewers will drop the question altog~tpoc.
It would seem. therefore. that my biggest weakness must be this: l have taken
the time to thlnk about appropriate ans wers to a patently inappropriate question.
(In wrttfng tltls prece. I am deeply tn·
deb ted to those of my colleagues who hatk
taken to sttting tn the Placement Office,
reading NAil'forms. I would espedtllly like
to thank Gregory Arooos. Michael Berg.
Michael Mlshloue. and Steven Rosenblatt

for thetr truly inspired Ideas and sugges·
Lions.)

. Summe;:r~tf;_er LSSS Campaign Statements
f

tl. .f.~

Paul Duhaime
..
Michael Burkhardt
Possible votes and probable outcomes: ~
Read my lips: ·No grand promises - A beer In every
• .., 7 1
1. A vote for me:
1 ,
hand and an A In every class, no catchy phrases - Have
1
You trot trlumphantly to Domlnick,'s'tOJ:t;lebrate your :1 fa adfl vote Burkhardt and no lame jokes - How many
decision, !mowing you chose the only ~~~~te running s - e r starters does it take to get an A lnJJ's class? 100,
on the Anti-Cunner Platform. You order a !5ottle of their 1 to write and 99 to tortureJJ for the rtght answers. Even
best wine, and as Mrs. Dominick handS ;yqu a Blati, you ; Jwfthout all these fancy gadgets, there must be a reason to
smile, knowing your candidate will distJ;;tbute _the LSSS , vote for me. I am Interested enough and willing enough to
funds pruden tly and responsibly.
~ J pnt the time and effort Into making the student senate
2. A vote against me: I •
~· -something more than just another line In the Michigan
You grudgingly plod toward Domln1ck's to drown your .lliw School Catalog. If that does not convince you, then if
sorrows In a jar of ale. Your heart aches. for it knows you • Jfor no other reason, have pity on me, l'm from New Jersey1
failed to vote for the candidate with experien ce as:presE Vote Burkhardt. •
dent of his undergraduate senate and 3-year member of
Craig C. Stevens
h is student-faculty board.
In this brief statement, I could Ust my extensive
It's your choice. Either way, you can buy me a beer.
campaign promises, but this would not fool those budding
=<
'·r 1 •I 1
"J .J. While Sch olars· who know that donative promises
M,;y
Leichliter
,
Having emerged fr?lri'a'summer fillec;l witbtjwughts of are not enforceable. Schnell u. Nell. Instead, I simply
efficient breach, I'm rlady to step dee~r. lntd the law promise to be receptive to student concerns. and to devote
school Jungle. Law sc~ool should nobg]il}r be a "training- my time and energy to voicing those concerns in making
ground" for lawyers ,but ~so a place wf.ere ive can com- student policy. I will strive to be both informative on LSSS
fortably pursue Individual goals aJ\d irJI.~llectaal interests. activttles, and responsive to student ideas.
We paysubstantl~tUJUon; wedeseryc;,lt..:.! am'committed
to ensuring our ability to choose- QqursesJfrom a varied
•
'
l
./
Harry Nelaon
curriculum and from 119long a Clt~e group of faculty.
Top 10 reasons why Harry Nelson s hould represent
In light ofthelrisulting fiye?recintly placed in several
pendaflexes. I believe there Is a nes:d to continue to create you at LSSS:
10. Opposes mandatory attendance at fireside lecture
an envtronment where studery&fe]l free lo express themselves. where faculty,members encourage the exploration series by certain property professors.
9. Promises not to become Noriega-style "Maximum
of a wide range ofthqught. ch,d;vhere students' ideas are
considered valid regardl~s of;ace, reilglon, gender or Leader.·
8. Won't accept a dime from special interest groups
orientation.
'
I 11
These are difficult Issues. requiring complex solutions or Charles Keating.
and hard work; therefore I make no empty promises.
7. Says you're a "with-It" kind of person.
except the promlse to represent you effectively and enthu6. Will leave a ticket at the door for Elvis at all LSSS
siastically.
sociaJ events.

5. No cholesterol.
4. More fun than watching Doogie Howser, M.D.
3. Hanywill stand tall in the face of bully propaganda
from Saddam.
2. Read my lips: "N-0 M-0 -R-E L-A-B F-E-E-s· I!
1. Urges fiscal restraint in allocating money for Jaw
school's "New Kids on the Block Look-alike Contest·

Delisle
Continued from Page One
mental Ulness and retardation). transient factors affecting
the defendant (such as s tress), and the process the police
use to obtain the statement. Of the three, he said , courts
look to pollee conduct almost exclusively when deciding
whether a statement is made voluntartly.
Abramsk.y said that the length of the questioning, the
isolation , and the domination by the questioners (who let
Delisle talk only 5% of the time) all worked to establish a
hypnotic environmen t.
Had h e had an attorney from the beginning, Abramsky
said Delisle "would be a free man today ." The presenc~ of
conflicting lnfonnaUon at the interrogation would have
destroyed the hypnotic envtronment.
Abramsk.y stated that In the Delisle case , the information all came from the questioner. Abramsk.y said that all
the stories in the press - abou t Delisle's "previous attempt· to kill his family. his financial and marital problems
- came from statements of the questione rs, not from
Delisle.
Abramsky gave several examples of how the question lng affected Delisle. At one point. the videotape of the
interrogation s howed that Delisle did not talk or move a t
all for 45 minutes. After hours of questioning, he began to
parrot the "explanations· that the police had been telling
him. By the end of the interrogation. Delisle was only able
to respond to ques tions In monosyllables.

'The Week at a Glance
Wednesday, October 3
Sign-ups for seminars. clinics. and practice/simulation courses are due at Noon in room 300 Hutchins

ins Hall) from 9- 10 a.m. and from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Cash
or checks accepted (Sony. no plastic). The cost will be $30
until Friday. October 5th: after Friday, the cost will go up
to $32. so reserve your copy today!

Hall.
VSTA Bake Sale outside Hon!gman Auditorium

(room 100 Hutchins Hall), 8 a .m. - Koon.
Yearbook ordera for the '90-91 Quadrangle will be
taken outside HonlgmanAuditorlum (room 100 HutchIns Hall) from9- 10a.m. and from 11 a .m. - 3 p.m. Cash
or checks accepted (Sony. no plastic). The cost will be
$30 until Friday, October 5th; after Friday. the cost will
go up tp $32. so reserve your copy today!

r

. ..

• VSTA Kick-ofllleettna. 3:30p.m. ln room 150
Hute94ls. t l

,

1

~.

"Eyea on the Prise" ll, "The Time Has Come·
~ !994·1966) will be shown at 6:30p.m. In the Lawyers
Cb.tb Lounge. The remaining episodes of the PBS series
' will be shown on subsequent Wednesday nights this
~fiJ.

'

The Unemployment Benefits Clinic will h old an
organizational meeting and train!ng session in room
118 Hutchins Hall at 7 p.m. All interested law students
are encouraged to attend. The clinic has n o prerequisites.
Thursday, October 4
Yearbook ordera for the '90-91 Quad rangle will be
taken ou tside Honigman Auditorium (room 100 Hutch-

Leabian Cay Law Students (LCLS) wUI meet a t 5 p.m.
in thetr office on the third floor of the White House. The
White House Is south of Hutchins Hall..next to the parking
lot. and faces State Street. Please note the time change.

until Friday, October 5th: after Friday. the cost will go
up to $32, so reserve your copy today!
Mllu Vargas will apeak on "Human Rights in
Nicaragua" at 8 p.m. in room 116 Hutchins Hall. Sra
Vargas Is a women's rights actlvtst who recently has
formed a center for constitutional rights in Nicaragua.
The event is sponsored by the NLC, HLSA and WLSA.
Monday, October 8

The Cbratlan Law Student. wUI meet ln the Cook
Room, N Section of the Lawyers Club , for an hour of
fellowship at 5 p.m.
Summer Jo~ In Environmental Law Forum at 5
p.m. In room 2 36 Hutchi ns Hall. Sponsored by the
Environmen tal Law Society, this Is an excellent opportunity for first- and second-year s tudents to hear from their
colleagues what types ofjobs are avaUable, how to go about
getting them. and how to finance the experience. Students
who have worked In public Interes t groups. for governmental agencies, and in Jaw firms wUI share their Ins ights.
Friday, October 5
Yearbook orders for the '90-91 Quadrangle will be
taken outside Honlgman Auditorium (room 100 Hutchins
Hall) from 9 -10 a.m. and from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. Cash or
checks accepted (Sorry. no plastic). The cost will be $30

The Law School Student Senate meets at 6:30
p.m. in the Library Seminar Room.
"Brenda Star Meet• Justice Rehnquist: A TIME
Law Reporter Views the News· will be the talk given by
law sch ool alumna Andrea Sach s In Hontgman Auditorium (room 100 Hutchins Hall) at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, October 9
Sign-ups for fall aoft~:ill tournament, outside
Honigman Auditorium (room 100 Hutchins Hall) from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The two top teams will be sent to the
University of VIrginia In the spring to compete. The
tournament will be on Sunday. October 21. The tournament ls sponsored by the LSSS Sports Committee.
Sign-ups will continue on Wednesday and Thursday.

Announcements or peraonal notea may be turned In to The Rea ~stae'• pendaflex (300 Hutchins Hall) by
noon Monday for publication the following Wednesday. Recognized student organizations In good standing
with the RG may plac e announcements of upcoming events or meetings free ofcharge. I.ndividuals may place
personal notes for !SO¢ for the first 25 words, and 25¢ for each additional 10 words. Remittance must be
submitted with your ad.
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Courage: A Book Wort~! Reading
The Courage of Their Convictions, by Peter Irons. Penguin, lOOO~>~aperback, 430 pages.
lLLJ·

1
cbptn.ion upholding the evacuation.
Patrick Henry was a school where you were } c •; M e r l.Justice Felix FTankfurt.er warned him that any
expected to use paddles and beat the children. dt~nt would be "playing into the hands of the enemy,·
The first day I was there I had at least three young Justice Frank Murphy withdrew his scathJng opinion of
men come up and ask if they could make my "the gigantic round-up" of American citizens and filed
paddle in wood s hop. and I saJd, What! And one inst ead a concurrtng opinion. Mr. Hirabayashi had to walt
of them showed me a model of a huge paddle. like until 1987 for vindication: a unanimous Ninth Circuit
an Inch thick. I said, What do you want me to do panel held that the orderwas "based on racism rather than
with thJs? And he said, You got to beat us to make military necessity." Government lawyers declined to file
us mind. I said. If I have to beat you I don't th ink an appeal with the Supreme Court.
It's worth teaching you. And he said, But what'll
Or consider Ulllan and Wtlllam Gobltis. ("Although
you do to us ifwe don't mind? I said, I'll talk to your the family name was properly spelled 'Gobltas. · a court
parents, we'll have detention after school. we'll clerk's rnlstake perpetuated the spelllng.t hat the Supreme
talk about things. And he saJd, Can'tyou j usthit Court adopted and that persists to this day.") In 1935,
us? I said, No. I'm not going to hit you!
Lillian and William were expelled from seventh and fifth
grade, respectiveiy. because of their belief as Jehovah's
It's interesting to note that Jo carol LaFleur eventu- Witnesses that saluting the American flag amounted to
ally w~!'lt ~o law school and wound up as "'bar counsel for "bowling] down· to a ·graven Image." A federal district
the state bar association [In Utah!. counseling and prose- judge found It "clear from the evidence that the refusal of
cuting lawyers.·
these two earnest Christian children to salute the flag
Or take thJs bit from Uoyd Barenblatt's description of cannot even remote,Jy prejudice or Imperil the safety.
the time be spent in prison: the Supreme Court refused to · health. morals, property or personal rights of their fellows·
validate Barenblatl's reliance on the First Amendment as and ordered the children readmitted to school and e.xa basis for his refusal to answer questions from the House cused from the flag-~ute ceremony. The school district
Un-American Activities Committee in 1954:
appealed, and received-an opinion from the U.S. Court of
Appeals in PhiladelphJa that "bristled with scorn for
I really got along pretty well with the other compulsory flag-salute laws. 'Eighteen big states have
inmates. As a matter of fact. one day I was seen fit to exert thetr-power over a s mall n umber of llttle
approached by what I presumed to be a Mafia children.··
member who said he had great admiration for me.
But the Supreme Court handed down an 8-1 decision
What he wanted from me was the secrets of my in favor of the school district. Justice Felix Frankfurter
organization [the Communist Party!. He said, You wrote that "national unity is the basis ol national security'
know, we take over this and we take over that. but and warned that exempting Lillian and WUUam from the
you guys take over whole countries! I was also salute "might ca st doubts in the minds of other chJldren"
approached by a counterfeiter who wanted to and weaken their American loyalty. Within two weeks of
make a deal wtlh me. He said, I keep getting Frankfurter's "civics lesson." hundreds of attacks upon
busted because I can't get the right paper. I bet Witnesses were reported to the Department of Justice,
the Russians can get me some good paper! That's including arson. pollee-assisted assault. beatings. and
the nearest thJng I came to political questions castration. Three years later, however. on Flag Day, the
Supreme Court expressly overruled Itself. Justice Jackson
among the inma tes.
stated that "those who begin coercive ellmlnatlon of disI don't mean to suggest that the entire book Is light- sent soon find themselves exterminating dissenters.
hearted. To really appreciate these excerpts, you need to Compulsory unification of opinion achJeves only the
read them in con text. Courage Is about people who used unanimity of the graveyard.·
Courage examines other cases just as Interesting. as
constitutional law. not always s uccessfully. to fight against
frustrating. and as surprising as the few touched on
racial, religious. sexual, and pollUcal discrimination.
For Instance, Gordon Hlrabayashl was tried for defy- above. As Irons says of the people whose cases and bellefs
Ing in 1942 "an order that requlred 'all persons of Japa- the book is about. "each face is dlstinctlve, each voice Is
nese ancestry' to register for evacuation· to internment unique. each life is dlfTerent. Backgrounds vary. motivacamps. Chief Justice Stone admitted that the military tions differ. But thJs chorus of sixteen harmonizes a
orders discrtminated on racial grounds. and that racial common refrain: courage and conviction.·
discrimination was "odious to a free people," but wrote an
' " oj

By John Ogilvie

The Courage of Their Convictions by Peter Irons
contains sixteen behind-the-opinion examinations of
Supreme Court cases Involving religion. race, protest. or
privacy. As a law student, I am especially interested in the
pictures Irons paints of different Supreme Court Justices.
I'm enjoying reading Courage so much that I save It for the
(not infrequent) times when I s imply can't bear to look a t
another appellate opinion but still need to salve my
conscience by doing something Jaw-related. I'm sure you
know the feeling: I suspect it provides much of the drtve
behind the law student organizations and even behind the
clinics.
Courage Is written for a Jay audience. Irons. who Is a
graduate of Harvard Law School. spends a few llnes along
the wayexplaJnlng terms like amicus curtae. but there Isn't
enough of this to get boring. And the contrast between
legal phrasing and regular Engllsh Is sometimes striking.
In fact. one purpose of the book Is to contrast the legal
world with the real world It serves (sometimes well. sometimes poorly). As Irons says in the prologue:
Each case In this book has a ;::>erson's name
attached to the decision. But the Court has told
us llttle more than last names - J.D. and Ethel
Shelley are simply described as "Negroes· who
·received from one Fitzgerald a warranty deed" to
a house In St. Louis. Barbara Elfbrandt Is ·a
teacher and a Quaker" who refused to sign a
loyally oatit In Artzona. Justice Byron White
could not bring himself to use Michael Hardwick's
name in his opinion which upheld Georgia's
sodomy law: Michael was simply ·respondent" to
White. And so on. There are faces behind the
"masks of law." voices behind the pages of the
Court's opinions . people who speak to us In this .
book.
The people ln the cases actually do "speak to us· in
Courage. The first half of each chapter Is narrated from a
standard omniscient viewpoint. The book would be interesting even if that were all Irons gave us. But the second
half of each chapter is written In the voice of the person
whose case went to the Supreme Court. These sections
contain some of the best passages ln Courage. The sense
of humor and perspective they evidence Is remarkable
when you remember that these are people whose Uves
became entangled with (or entangled by) the Jaw.
Usten, for Instance. to J o Carol LaFleur, who was
forbidden by Cleveland school district rules in 1970 to
continue teachJng junior high school after her fourth
month of pregnancy:

Maddin, Hauser, Wartell,
Roth, Heller & Pesses
of Southfield, Michigan
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
second and third-year students on

Holme Roberts & Owerl
ofDenver, Colorado Springs, and Boulder,
Colorado, and Salt Lake City, Utah
(·
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewi"'lf interuted ·
second and third-year students on

Tuesday, October 23

Wednesday, October 24 &
Thursday, October 25

for summer and permanent employment, 1991.

for summer and permanent employmutt, 1991.

Student interview request sheets are due in the placement office TODAY.

Student interview req!U!st sheets are diU! in the placement office TODAY.
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True Blue B~ib~ters Deserve Top Tickets
By Jeff Gelcher

0 would like to preface my remarks got caught In the carpet as he tried to cut. pilgrimage to Fen way Park this sununer for satellite dishes be established everywhere
today by extending my heartfelt sympathy
to Features Editor Manitsky and all of his
New York brethren. The New York Mets
have just been eliminated from the N.L.
East race by virtue of the Pirates· victory
over the Cardinals. I hope that Mr. Manitsky
will see It In his heart to forget our past
dUTerences of opinion on Uus matter, and
wish the triumphant Buccos luck In the
upcoming N.L.C.S. I certainly will not gloat
about the victory, and this wfJI be the last
word that Mr. Manllsky or any other Met
fan wfJI hear from me about the pennant
race.)
This week's column Is based on a
conversation I had last weekend with one of
my friends from my undergrad days during
his visit to Ann Arbor. The topic ofdiscussion was: What I would do if given the
fantasy position of "Sports Czar•- an ail·
powerful title giving Its holder powerllo
make any changes he or she desires In The
world of s ports.
>
My first move would be to ban artificial
turf and outlaw domed stadiums. I do not
think that any sports purists need
explanation for this move but I wtll provide
one for the rest of you. (Anyone who"ltas
ever played on turf. watched a fooloa:ll
game In which no one got dirt on flfeir
uniforms, seen a routine bouncer to shortslop become a base hit. or witnessed the
ending of a player"s season when his foot

any

probably does not need an e.xplanation
either.) The rest of you can ask any of the
above-mentioned classes of people for an
e.xplanaUon ofwhy turf ~ust be done away
wtth, so I will not bore you with the rest of
my anti-turf diatribe.
Another across-the-board change
would be the Institution of the SKAT (
Sports Knowledge Aptitude TesO. Administered and scored like the SAT. a person's
score would be used to determine his or her
seats at all major professional and collegiate sporting events. For Instance, an
individ ual scoring a 1450 would be rewarded with 45-yard-line tickets at the
Michigan-Notre Dame game and box seats
for World Series games. All game tickets
would be distributed In advance so that all
of those In attendance would be properly
seated according to their knowledge of and
interest in the game Itself. (Of course
allowances could be made for groups by
distributing group tickets based upon the
average SKAT score of the group's members.)
Such a ticket system would eliminate
problems like the wasting of seats at big
games on non-sports fans. It would also
prevent episodes of true fans being annoyed by sports illiterates around them
while they try to enjoy a game. For Instance:
1. Two of my friends made their Initial

Duvin, Cahn
&Barnard
ofCleveland, Ohio
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested second and third-year students on

Tuesday, October 23
fa.~ positions with the firm for Summer, 1991

and permanent positions for Fall, 1991.
We are a growing 30-member law firm which represents employers nationally in all areas of labor and employment law. The American Lawyer selected our firm
as one of the six top management labor relations firms
in the country. Candidates interested in these areas of
law are encouraged to sign up for an interview.
Student interview request sheets are due in the
placement office TODAY.

an Orioles-Red Sox game. In the fifth
Inning Cal Ripken Jr. was standing on
third next to his father. who was coaching
third. For two Innings the two gentlemen
sitting In front of my friends engaged In an
ongoing conversation as to whether or not
the two ·c. Rlpken's" were related. Clearly,
such individuals do not deserve to be sit·
ting In box seats at a baseball shrine like
Fenway Park.
2. At the Michigan-UCLA game I had
the privilege of being surrounded by sororIty girls who were more Interested In their
hairstyles and makeup th~ thegamegolng
on down on the field. If these people want
to pay money to sit In Michigan stadium
every Saturday, they should all be forced to
sit together In the end zone.
Since I am running out of space, I will
quickly run down the other major changes
that would be made under my regime:
• All officials would be evaluated on a
weekly basis, and those performing badly
over a period of one month would be fired.
Officials should be made to pay for their
Incompetence just like any other working
sUJT.
• Cut the number of teams making the
NBA and NHL play-offs In half.
• Elimlnale the NFL's "In the grasp"
rule.
• Eliminate all free agency ofany kind.
• Require that large s ports bars with

so that all fans can see their favorite teams
play anytime and anyplace.
• Eliminate all automatic bids to the
NCAA basketball tournament so that Austin
Peay and other such teams do not get in
over deserving teams that finish sixth or
seventh In the major conferences.
• Ban all New York City area teams
from any further competition.
[Features Editor's ~ote: What kind of
crap Is this, Guelch? You begin the article
with talk of"heartfelt" sympathy. and then
you tum around and stab me In the backl!
Don't forget- ! know where, and with whom.
you live. I can easily get Simonich or Green
or Starman to beat the hell out of you. So
watch ll. I am a formidable enemy.)
Finally. this week's top ten list
from the home office in Erie, Pennsylvania
(the ~at of democracy In sports polllng):
10. Illinois
9. Oklahoma
8. (tie) Auburn
Tennessee
Pat Dye
5. Virginia
4. Miami
3. Michigan
2. Notre Dame
1. Florida State
Also receiving votes: GEORGETOWN,
Michigan St., Nebraska, Oregon, Washington, Wisconsin?, USC, Victor Kiam.

Adams Duque
& Hazeltine
of Los Angeles, California
u pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested second-year student! on

Friday, October 26
for summer employment, 1991.
S tudent interview requut sheets are due in the placeTMnt o~ TODAY.

Fraser Trebilcock
Davis & Foster
of Lansing, Michigan
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested
second and third-year students on

Monday, October 22
for summer and permanent employment, 1991.
S tudent interview request sheets are due in the placement office TODAY.
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Cox laments GatQr s' Ban
•t

By Chip Cox
Last week the NCAA handed out penalties to Florida's football program for tofractions that occurred under Galen Hall.
'Jlle penalty was light -- a reduction of 12
football scholarships for two years and no
bowl participation allowed this year. SUll,
the penalty is the product of a misguided
system.
Sympathy for violators of NCAA rules
Is not currently to fashion. Despite the
efforts of the NCAA. abuses in college athletics remain, as allegations continue to
surface about .current improprieties at
Oklahoma. Two years after suffering the
death penalty to college football, munnurings are heard at SMU about the need for
more ·support" for the football program -a recognition of the s pecial needs of the
football team and Its players.
But Florida has made huge efforts to
tum their program around. Galen Hall was
hired because of problems with his predecessor and when Hall committed some
well-meaning violations -- he pa id money
to some underpaJd assistant coaches who
were ln financial troubles amongst other
similar problems -- he was replaced. This
time Florida has hired squeaky clean alum
Steve Spurrier, formerly at Duke. The
Florida program Is on Its way up. A bowl
ban Is a huge penalty to those players who
did not violate any NCAA rules.
And that Is the key. NCAA penalties
invariably punish players who have little or
no Involvement in the wrongful conduct a t
issue. The NCAA puts the burd en on
school presidents a nd athletic d trectors to
protect the program for futu re players.
Players and coaches In the system today
have little to lose If they get caught under
the present system; players have generally
finished thetr eliglbUHy before penalties
are enforced and coaches simply move on.
(Now coaches must be cleared by the NCAA
before they may be rehired within 5 years.
so there Is some Improvement.) The punIshmen ts handed d own to a program today
are for the misconduct of previous players.
coaches. and alumni. Surprise! Presidents and athletic directors have had limIted su ccess at protecting programs from
coaches and players who are willing to
cheat.
The solution Is to impose the punish-

...

•

men ts on the wrongdoers. Require the Northwestern.
Ins titution to put money earned while viosl
la ting NCAA regula tions toto a general
)
scholarship fund. ('This happens sometimes. b u t not enough). Requtre coachtng
I've consulted with the deposed moncontracts to to elude salary forfeiture clauses arch of Romania , currently a u sed car
for violations of NCAA rules. L1m1t partici- salesman in Poughkeepsie, NY, and we
pation by those alumni who violate the have decided that by the end of October
rules. Don"t Jet them buy a ticket to the only Nebraska, Virginia, and Wyoming will
game . or at least not through the booster remaJn undefeated - and they will all lose a t
club -- they can buy tickets on the sidewalk least once, some two or three times, in
at scalpers' prices . There may be better November. On October 22, mark that day
and more effective ways. but there ought to Wolverine fans, M will be ranked # 1 In the
be ways to punish the violators. not those country. (except In those computer rankunlucky students who attend the same lngs where M will trail Oklahoma who will
school as those who violated NCAA rules. be running up big points in the always
Otherwise, enforcement efforts will con- tough Big 8).
tinue to be Ineffective a t s topping these
improprieties.
Florida is appealing the bowl a ppearance sanction. The NCAA has never re- Questions of the Week:
versed Itself on such a sanction, bu t I think
Why Is Southern Cal ranked three or
they should reverse this one. Allow Florida more s pots above Washington only one
to play and require that the bowl proceeds week after the HuskJes 31-0 drubbing of
go Into a general NCAA scholarship fund. USC to Seattle?
And begto rewarding programs which make
Kansas beat Oregon S tate 38-12,
an effort to punish the indMduals respon- Nebraska beat Oregon State 3 1-7. so is
Kansas two points better than Nebraska?
sible for the rules violations.
Does Michigan have to play UClA again
to the Rose Bowl if UClA (currently 2 -0 In
Pac 10) and Michigan win their respective
The Big 10 conference schedule s tarts conferences?
this week. The real con te nders are Michigan, Michigan State, Ohio S~te a nd Illinois. M will win the Big 10. They have too
many offensive options, too powerful an
Texas A&M let me down. I thought
offens ive front line, and too s trong a de- with thetr speed they could make a run for
fens e for the res t of the conference. State the national title. but no. Perhaps my lack
will finish second. The Spartans can play of s peed ha s left me with an over-appreciasmas h face football with anyone. Dan tion of s peed in other people, and maybe
Enos is a seasoned quarterback a nd MSU A&M relies heavily on Darren Lewis (thrown
will be able to mix It up effectively on out of the game last week for punching an
offense. State will fi nish ahead of llltnois opposing player). Last week's record was
because quarterback John Verduzco will 7-3, 6-6 against the spread (20-7. and 16not be able to replicate his effort against 15 for the year). Worst Prediction from last
Colorado all year long In the Big 10. Their week: BYU 53 Oregon 40: a ctual score,
defense shpuld make the games with M Oregon 32 BYU 16. The big games of the
and State close fough t affaJrs. Ohio State week: Illinois at Ohio State and Florida
will finish fourth, and perhaps remaJn State a t Miami.
within the Top 25. because the Buckeyes
have a varied offensive attack and an ex cit- Michigan at Wisconsin
M;uyland will make a run at the ACC
tog rookJe to Robert S m1th, but do not have
the defense necessary to wto it all. The rest title, and after some work Michigan put
of the Big 10 should finish up Iowa, Pur- them away handily. Wlsconsto won't make
due, Indiana. Minnesota, Wlsconsto and a run at anything. A good Big 10 opener.

•••

•••

•••

Michigan 48 Wisconsin 16

Minnesota at Purdue
An easier opponent thJs week for Purdue Oast week- Notre Dame) and Minnesota Oast week - Nebraska).
Purdue 35 Minnesota 20
Iowa at Michigan State
S tate has had a disappointment
(Syracuse). a great game (Notre Dame). and
a so what (Rutgers). They're a good team
but this Is the week to prove il
State 24 Iowa 17
Indiana at Northwestern
Northwestern has had their win for the
year.
!n(ilana 42 Northwestern 10

Dllnoia at Ohio State
The first key game of the year In the Big
10. Illinois has a great defense and a
sus ~t offense. Ohio State has a good
offense and some problems with defens e.
llllnpJs 27 Ohio State 21
l

Geof4!a f~h at Maryland
iJ,o SlfPrise game for the ACC title.
(I'm Silying they'll both beat Virginia). Both
tean;l!i pJlvq good defenses. Georgia Tech"s
Is betten
Tech 21 Maryland 17
Florida State a t Mi ami
The game. of the week. Bobby Bowden
Is the king of the road but this road goes
through ~ Orange Bowl. Florida State
has struggil:lf1th mediocrity and Mlam11s
on a mission.
Miami 38 FSU 34
Arlzona atuJh
For the early lead to the PAC 10. Arizona has a great defense but they have
problems on the road.

uciA 38 Artionp'24

Notre Dame (by 17) plays Stanford and
Oklahoma (by 21) pta~ Rklahoma State.
Stanford j ust lost to san Uose State and
Oklahoma State just lost to the An non dale
School for the Bltod. Both favorites will
cover the spread.

Gray, Cary, Ames & Fr~e

Gardner, Carton
& Douglas

of San Diego, California
is pleased to anrwunce that it will be interviewing interested

of Chicago, Illinois

second and third-year students on

Thursday, October 25 &
Friday, October 26

is pleased to anrwunce that it will be interviewing interested
second-year students on

Tu esday, October 16, 1990

for summ er and pemUJ rumt employment, 1991.

for summer empleyment, 1991.

Student interview request shet!ts are d~ in the placement offu:e TODAY.
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Chip's Picks

My Biggest Weakness
By Andrew ManJtaky

I am not perfect. I watch too much television. I "forget"
to shave, and I eat snacks between meals-sometimes I
even eat meals between meals. In fact, constant noshtng
often transforms lunch Into an all-day event, thereby
blurrtng the distinction between eating and other acttvi·
ties. The point Ls that I, like everyone else, have weaknesses. Some are common, some are welrd, some are
ludJcrous.
Law firms are Intrigued by all thJs. They need to know
what, exactly. my biggest weakness Is. Note that they are
not Interested tn discovering my most unusual weakness,
or my most perverse weakness-but rather my b~t
weakness. Why s hould mere siZe matter all that much?
(Of course, I've been known to ask thJs question In other
contexts as well.)
At any rate, the question Is annoying. "So, what's your
biggest weakness?" the Interviewer asks with a wry smJle.
The classic way to handle this question is to respond with
a "Weakness· that Is really a posttioe character trait In
disguise; something like "I'm too much of a perfectionist"
or "I take my work way too seriously." But these are boring.
Just once, when faced with "What's your biggest weakness?" I'd like to say "I'm really lazy" or "I constantly
oversleep" or "I crack under any sort of pressure." While
these responses are Indeed preferable to the classic ·per-

fectionist" response. they are still work-related, and are
therefore boring too. Something like this is much better:
"My biggest weakness?" the job-seeker says, beginning to
sob."l CANT LOVE!!I"
Emotional appeals are, generally speaking. very lm·
presslve-especlally when they're used to confuse the
Interviewer Into moving on to a new question. Consider
the following response:
"I suppose my biggest weakness is that I can't say the
words 1 love you.· But does this fact alone mean that I
don't love as much as someone else who can say those
three words? Are my emotions necessarily llmlted by my
ability to transfon:n them into language-even when that
language seems to trivialize complex feeUngs that ought to
defy characterization? Aren't my emotions therefore ln·
herently flawed If they can a ccommodate the one-to-one
mapptng oflanguage?" At this potnt. the tnteiV1ewer Is as
lost as you are.
There are many variations on the "Weakness· question. for example: "If you could change anythtng about
you,· one New York recruiter asked, "What would It be?"
"My head," Is a good response. So Is "I'd change my sex.
I'd Uke to be a woman.· Thls Is especially eiJectlve when
said by a woman, stnce It forces the lnteiV1ewer to thtnk
about It on the plane-ride back.
See MANITSKY, Page Three

Law in the Raw
High-tailing it to Court
In a mix-up that happens from time to time, Boston
pet therapist Adrienne Bourgeois reports that one of his
quadruped counselors, an English sheepdog named
Basil. has been chosen for jury duty. Massachusetts
Jury commissioner Paul Carr expressed Uttle surprise.
"It was a cat last time." he said.
What happens, Carr explained, is this. When
census workers find no one at home, they assume that
all names on a mailbox belong to people. However, some
peQple In Boston Insist on listing their pets as well.
As It stands now, Basil Bourgeois is down as a 50·
year-old male counselor, a description disputed by Adrienne. Says the human Bourgeois, "Basil is secretly a
girl"
· Boston Globe (Thanks to Colin J. Zick '90)

A Polley Decision
Nevada District Court Judge Peter Breen of Reno
takes pride In making decisions quickly. Defense
attorney Loyal Hibbs argued a motlon to dismiss before
Breen, and when no ruling was forthcoming after four
months, he called. The following order resulted:
"Unfortunately this matter was one whJch sUpped
through the cracks.... I thank counsel for calling this
to my attention and take thJs opportunJty to Inform
them that my poUcy Is to decide matters submitted
withJn two weeks. If they remain undecided tn three
weeks, I expect a gentle reminder. If six weeks goes by
without a decision, something Is wrong.
If four months elapses as In thJs case, my height of
embarrassment Is reached. At six months, I begin to
blame counsel. It Is partly a policy decision, but I am In
agreemen t with plaintilfs position. The motion to
dismiss should be denied."
·ABA Journal

Compliments for Jerry
In a recently released book called "Lawyers and
Thieves." authors Roy Grutman and Bill Thomas discuss Grutman's connect19ns with former Moral MajorIty leader Jerry Falwell. Grutman had successfully
defended Penthouse magaztne In a suJt brought by
Falwell. Falwell was so impressed he said he would call
Grutman If be ever needed a good attorney. Two years
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Notre Dame
Michigan
Florida State
Virginia
Oklahoma
Tennessee

3
4
5
6
7 Miami
8 Auburn
9 Colorado
10 Washington
11 Florida
12BYU

13 usc
14 Nebraska
15 Houston
Oregon
Wyoming
Floctda State will move down officially when they
lose to Miami, but Michigan couldn't wait that long.
Nebras ka will move up when they beat somebody.
sometime In November.

By Oana, Welsh & Wisotzkey
later, Falwell hired Grutman to prosecute his case against
Hustler and Lany Flynt.
Grutman and Thomas write that Falwell understands
the essential truth of the legal profession: "A lawyer Is a
utensil, like a knife or a fork. It makes no dliierence who
ate with it last. only that ll was sufficiently sanlllzed
between meals."
Grutman must have been lnsuJIIclenUy sanitiZed since
Falwell has lost his case against Hus tler, too.

No jurisdiction could be found
Where process service was unsound;
In personam jurisdiction
Was not even legal fiction
Where plain tilT failed to well comply
With rules of court that did a pply.
J.H. GILLIS. Judge.

- Charlotte Obseroer

Trees
A wayward Chevy struck a tree
Whose owner sued defendants three
He sued car's owner, driver too.
And tnsurer for what was due
For his oak tree that now may bear
A lasting need for tender care.
The Oakland County ClrcuJt Court.
John N. O'Brien, J. set forth
The Judgment that defendants sought
And quickly an appeal was brought.
Court of Appe.a ls, J.H. GUlls, J ..
Gave thought and then had thJs to say:
1) There is no liability
Since No-fault grants lmniunJty:
2) No Jurtsdlcllon can be found
Where process service Is unsound;
And thus the judgment. as It's termed,
Is due to be, and Is,
Affirmed.

1. Automobiles · key number 251.13
Defendant's Chevy struck a treeThere was no llabUJty:
The No-Fault Act comes Into play
As owner and the driver say;
Barred by the Act's Immunity.
No suit tn tort will aJd the tree;
Although the oak's In disarray.
No court can make defendants pay.

!1.2) We thought that we would never see
A suit to c0.:-:pensate a tree.

A suit whose claim In tort is prest
Upon a mangled tree's behest;
A tree whose battered trunk was prest
Against a Chevy's crumpled cres t;
A tree that faces each new day
With bark and limb tn disarray:
A tree that may forever bear
A lasting need for tender care.
Flora lovers though we three.
We must uphold the court's decree.
Affirmed.
· Fisher v. Lowe, 333 N. W.2d 67 (Mich. App.
1983)(/ootnote omitted)

101 Uses for a Gavel
A woman pleaded no contest to a contempt citation
on Tuesday for dumping thousands of cockroaches tn a
courtroom to protest conditions at her rented house.
The woman, Maria Terwen, 67 years old. entered the plea
Tuesday In Morgan County Court but was not fmed. Ms.
Terwen dumped the roaches on the Magistrate Margaret
Gordon's desk at a hearing on a complaint by Ms.
Terwen's landlord. who said she owned $5.400 In rent.
Ms. Terwen, who has 17 dogs and cats, said there were
so many roaches tn the house she must skim roaches
from her cats' milk bowl. Court officials halted the rent
case after the hearing.
· New York Times

2. Process - key number 4

